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vo1ution fails to account for the purpose and the life in the physical world, then the life

in the universe must be the outcome of chance, of fortuity. The moment we grant that there

is a purpose in this universe, you will have to grant also that there is a mind behind it.

And that is w'nere a personal -god. is created. But if it is not so, then it is a product of

chance. No?. if so, then why is the world a cosmos, in a state of chaos? XXXX*UX VThy?

already pointed out. Why is there the reignnad of anarchy? Why could

there be intelligence in the product of food matter and the forces of nature?

How could material substance produce that which is non-material? How could

by means of =rely forces. Thus, y,-u can go on analyzing the

teaching of evolution and just try to find out' how many questions does it answer? It does

not exolatn. In the first olace it does not exolain the orgin of life. It cannot explain

anything about life - and so on and so forth. But the if it is so that

(1.75) philosophy, you, will find in the-history of philosophy, one part

originates today, and another school comes ro tomorrow with entirely opposite to this school

and a third will put together these two and make another school, and so on and so forth.

Today we have the Existentialists. The other day somebody asked me in the class if that s

time then what will be the next group? And I .told them humorously, It will be non-cxistoxi

tialism. It is possible it may be. And so on and so forth. Then where will we go to look

for an authentic exo1anatin in answer to these questions? Man cannot answer these questions.

Why? Because by their very nature these questions are eternal. And an eternal mind is re

quired to answer these questions. And those questions have been answered by the One who is

eternal. And fled has answered these questions. He has answered this in His Revelation.

What is revelation? You should sit in one of his classes- he explains it so beautifully.

It is the communication -revelation is communication from one oerson to another. Divine

revelation is a communication from a divine person to a hunlan. Communication of what? Of the

things that were not known to man. Of the things which are, not acceptable to human mind.

Those things were revealed by God in His revelation and those things we find in the Bible.

And answers to all these three questions that we have told. this evening-are answered by this.

From where did the universe come from? God created it. Did Re create it out of something as

the evolutionists would say? No, God created it out of nothing. The word creation" itself
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